The backscattering of circularly polarized light at normal incidence to a half-space composed of two index matched layers with different absorption coefficients is studied using the Electric Field Monte Carlo method. The top layer, of thickness L 1 = 2.5[l s ], where l s is the scattering length, is non-absorbing and is composed of particles suspended in water with anistropy factor g = 0.8. The bottom layer, of thickness L 2 = 25[l s ], is composed of absorbing particles with g = 0.8. The backscattered light with the same helicity (co-polarized) as the incident beam emerging from the top surface is analyzed in the time domain as absorption in the second layer increases from 1% to 10% of the scattering coefficient, µ s . For the case of a homogenous half-space, composed of non absorbing particles with anisotropy factor g = 0.8, a ring-peak is known to be observed in the time-resolved co-polarized backscattered light intensity. For the two layer geometry tested here, a similar ring structure is found and used to determine the path length of photons traveling in the second layer. In recent studies, the ring-peak was postulated to be comprised of photons undergoing semi-circular trajectories as a result of near forward scattering events in the forward scattering media. This ideal picture of photon trajectories is tested and found to be an accurate characterization of photon trajectories in forward scattering media. Specifically, it is shown that time-sliced measurements of the backscattered co-polarized intensity at the ring-peak and path lengths of photons determined from the segment of arc of their idealized semi-circluar trajectories in the second layer can be used in conjunction with Beer's law to reproduce the known absorption coefficient of the second layer. This is a first indication that photons contributing to the ring-peak in co-polarized backscatter follow semi-circular trajectories. Moreover, it demonstrates that ring-structure can be used to determine subsurface features such as absorption coefficients in layered structures.
INTRODUCTION
Polarized light backscattered from highly scattering media carries medium specific information that can be utilized in polarization sensitive imaging techniques. How light depolarizes and propagates from and within a scattering medium remains an active topic of research in optical imaging of targets embedded in highly scattering media. Such an understanding is of central importance to optical biomedical imaging where wavelengths between 600 and 1300 nm are used to characterize biological structures within the human body with anisotropy factors ranging from g ∼ 0.8 to g ∼ 0.99. Turbid materials such as tissues are typically modeled as a suspension of spherical particles. In this theoretical picture, the choice of polarization of the probing light can be shown to rely on the relative size of the scattering particle and wavelength of light used to probe the media. When the particle diameter, a, is small compared to the wavelength, λ, of incident light, the transport mean free path, l t , becomes equal to the scattering mean free path, l s , and isotropic scattering results. In isotropic scattering, linearly polarized light has a longer depolarization length than circularly polarized light and tends to backscatter with the same polarization as the input whereas circularly polarized light backscatters with its helicity flipped. length than linearly polarized light and backscatters with preserved helicity. 2 The preservation of the incident polarization is termed polarization memory. In this case, linearly polarized light is backscattered with some elliptic polarization. This is attributed to forward scattering within the medium, causing the linearly polarized light to become randomized over shorter distances than the circularly polarized light. Depending on whether isotropic or anisotropic scattering conditions are encountered, linearly polarized light or circularly polarized light, respectively, is used in polarization discrimination methods in the optical probing of turbid media.
3-6
In addition to the polarization memory of backscattered beams, a recent numerical study of the authors 7 using the Electric Field Monte Carlo (EMC) method, 8 demonstrated that beams backscattered from a halfspace of a non-absorbing forward scattering media (e.g. a suspension of polystyrene spheres in water) possess a time dependent circularly symmetric peak in the spatially resolved co-and cross-polarized backscattered light intensity distribution. This circularly symmetric peak was termed "ring-peak" and is refered to here as well by the term "ring-structure".
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The ring-peak was found to be present in the co-polarized backscattered light for g ≥ 0.8 and in the crosspolarized backscattered light for g ≥ 0.85. Furthermore, it was postulated 7, 10 that photons comprising the ring-peak in the co-and cross-polaraized backscatterd light undergo semi-circular trajectories as a result of near forward scattering events inside the anisotropic scattering media. It is hoped that this picture of photon trajectories might be a true picture of photon migration in forward scattering media so that ring properties, in addition to polarization memory, might be used in the subsurface imaging of layered structures such as tissues.
In this study, the EMC method is used to investigate the spatial distribution of time dependent (timeresolved), properties of light backscattered when a pencil-like beam is incident on a half-space composed of two index matched layers. The top layer, of thickness L 1 = 2.5[l s ], is non-absorbing and is composed of particles suspended in water with anistropy factor g = 0.8. The bottom layer, of thickness L 2 = 25[l s ], consists of absorbing particles with anisotropy, g = 0.8. The co-polarized backscattered light emerging from the top surface is analyzed in the time domain as absorption in the second layer increases from 1% to 10%. It is shown that time-sliced measurements of the backscattered co-polarized intensity at the ring-peak and path lengths of photons determined from the segment of arc of their idealized semi-circluar trajectories in the second layer can be used in conjunction with Beer's law to duplicate the known absorption coefficient of the second layer. This is a first indication that photons contributing to the ring-peak in co-polarized backscatter undergo semi-circular trajectories in forward scattering environments. Moreover, it demonstrates that ring-structure can be used to determine subsurface features such as absorption coefficients in layered structures.
The presentation is organized as follows: a brief explanation of the EMC method 8 is outlined in section two. Radial intensity profiles of the backscattered light intensity generated by the EMC method for various absorption coefficients of the second layer are then presented. Path lengths of photons inside layer two are determined from the segment of their idealized circular trajectories. These path lengths and the value of the intensity at the ringpeak are then used along with Beer's law to determine absorption coefficients of the second layer. We conclude with a comparison to the known absorption coefficients.
METHODS AND PARAMETERS 2.1. The electric field Monte Carlo method
The Electric Field Monte Carlo method traces the multiply scattered electric field of incident light (individual photons) in time to simulate the time-resolved propagation of polarized light in turbid media. At each step in time, the EMC program simulates scattering, absorption, or unhindered propagation of photons in a turbid medium, giving the scattered electric field, E (t). The parallel and perpendicular components of the complex electric field are updated with respect to the instantaneous scattering plane by the amplitude scattering matrix and simultaneous rotations of the local coordinate system spanned by the components of the electric field and the propagation direction. If m and n are unit vectors in the directions of the parallel and perpendicular components of the electric field with respect to the previous scattering plane and s is the electric field propagation direction prior to the current scattering event then the propagation direction s of the electric field after the current scattering event is given by 8 :
where θ is the scattering angle and φ is the azimuthal angle between the previous and current scattering plane. The current scattering plane is spanned by s and s . The unit vectors in the direction of the parallel and perpendicular electric field components with respect to s and s are given prior to scattering by:
and after scattering are given by:
The local coordinate system (m, n, s) is rotated to (m ,n ,s ) with the components of the incident electric field, E = E 1 m + E 2 n, being updated correspondingly by:
where S 2 (θ) and S 1 (θ) are the diagonal elements, respectively, of the amplitude scattering matrix. The amplitude scattering matrix is diagonal as a result of the symmetry of the spherical scatterers.
To summarize, the local coordinate system (m, n, s) is updated to (m ,n ,s ) by:
and the electric field is updated by:
where the scattered wave intensity, F (θ, φ), into direction s (characterized by θ, φ) has been introduced as a normalizing factor.
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This normalization factor insures that the scattered light intensity is conserved at each scattering event. Absorption of light is accounted for by adjusting the weight of the scattered photons as in standard Monte Calro simulations.
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The coordinate system and electric field are updated simulatneously at each scattering event defined by the sampling of θ, φ from the normalized phase function p(θ, φ) = F (θ, φ)/πQ sca (ka) 2 where Q sca is the scattering efficiency, k is the wave vector of incident light on a spherical particle and a is the radius of the particle. To sample θ and φ the phase function of the particles is determined numerically at the beginning of the calculation.
After n consecutive scattering events the state of a photon is given by the local coordinate system (m (n) ,n (n) ,s (n) ), the complex electric field components E (n) 1,2 , the optical path length l (distance travelled by photon in the medium) and weight, w. Initially unity at incidence, the weight is multiplied by the albedo of the scatterer at each scattering event. Once the photon hits the detector the electric field at the detector, E d , and Stokes vector, I, is increased according to the detected light increment: 
Parameters
Using the EMC method, we study the co-polarized backscatter of a pencil-like beam of circularly polarized photons with wavelength λ = 632 nm at normal incidence to a half-space composed of two index matched layers as shown in Fig. 1 Table 1 . The anisotropy factor, size parameter, real and imaginary indices of refraction, and absorption coefficient of spheres in layer one and two. Table 1 presents the real and imaginary parts of the index of refraction, n, along with the corresponging absorption coefficient, µ a . For completeness we list the size parameter, 2πr/λ, of the particles. Here r is the radius of each particle. Fig. 2 presents a radial intensity profile of the co-polarized backscattered light at time slice t = 14 ls c . The peak of these curves corresponds to the ring-structure discussed thus far. The solid black curve corresponds to backscatter from a homogenous half-space of non-absorbing particles with anisotropy g = 0.8. Subsequent curves represent radial intensity profiles from the two layer system. As absorption in the second layer increases the maximal value of the ring-peak, I max , decreases in magnitude according to Beer's law: 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Radial intensity profile of co-polarized backscattered light
I max
The path length, L, of photons in the second layer can then be determined from an a priori knowledge of the absorption coefficient, µ a , and a measurement of the maximum of the backscattered radial intensity profile, I max , at some time in the ring-peak evolution, here chosen to be t = 14[ ls c ]. The ring-peak is believed to be a result of successive forward scattering events which give rise to a semi-circular trajectory inside the scattering media. Assuming this is an accurate characterization of photon migration in forward scattering media, a method is proposed in the next section for determing the path length photons undergo in the absorbing layer. These path lengths are used to determine the absorption coefficient of the second layer using Beer's law and the value of I max . Fig. 1 presents the geometrical picture of semi-circular photon trajectories. By forming a triangle whose vertices are represented by a, b, c, the angle θ can be computed: the length of the segment, ab, is r max /2. r max is the radial position of the maximal value of the ring-peak, I max , and serves as the diameter of the semi-circular trajectory of the photons. The length of segment ac is simply the length L 1 . From these lengths the angle θ is determined by:
Determination of photon path lengths in layer two from idealized circular trajectories
The arc length corresponding to the angle 2θ is the idealized path length photons traverse in layer two: Table 2 . Comparison of known absorption coefficient, µa, to absorption coefficients determined by the geometry of the idealized semi-circular photon trajectories, µ a . Table 2 presents a comparison of the known absorption coefficients, µ a , to the coefficients determined by the semi-circular trajectories of photons, µ a . Relative agreement is found between the actual absorption coefficients and those constructed by the geometrical arguments of photon trajectories presented for µ a < 0.07. The close agreement for the smaller absorptions suggest that photons traverse semi-circluar trajectories as a result of forward scattering events within the suspension of spheres. Disagreement for µ a > 0.07 is attributed to the increase in r max , the radial position of I max , as absorption in the second layer increases beyond 5% in the second layer.
Discussion
The results presented here suggest that for absorptions, µ a < 0.07, considered in layer two, photons contributing to the ring-peak in co-polarized backscatter undergo semi-circular trajectories, with eccentricity, e = 0. The disagreement between the absorption coefficients for µ a ≥ 0.070 is attributed to the slight increase of r max as absorption in the second layer increases beyond 5 % of µ s . One might account for this by noting that the trajectories might become more elliptical in nature with eccentricity, 0 < e < 1 as absorption increases beyond µ a = 0.048. Why this occurs is still a matter of investigation. While a general characterization of backscattered co-polarized light from forward scattering layers for general second layer absoprtion coefficients in terms of purely semi-circluar photon trajectories might not be entirely accurate, this study demonstrates that ring-structure can be used in conjunction with idealized geometrical pictures of photon trajectories to determine subsurface features in layered structures. It is hoped that generalizing the description of idealized photon trajectories in forwardscattering media to the ellipse will be an important next step in extending the use of ring-structure analysis in determining properties of layered structures.
CONCLUSION
In this study, the EMC method was used to investigate the spatial distribution of time dependent (time-resolved), properties of light backscattered when a pencil-like beam is incident on a half-space composed of two index matched layers. The co-polarized backscattered light emerging from the top surface was analyzed in the time domain as absorption in the second layer increased from 1% to 10% of the scattering coefficient, µ s . It is demonstrated that time-sliced measurements of the backscattered co-polarized intensity at the maximal value of the ring-peak, I max , and path lengths of photons determined from the segment of arc of their idealized semicircluar trajectories in the second layer ( Fig. 1) can be used in conjunction with Beer's law to duplicate the known absorption coefficient of the second layer with success. A knowledge of subsurface absorption coefficients determined from ring-structure could have potential use in diagnosing skin pathologies such as cancer.
